Abstract
Introduction

65
During chronic pain states, peripheral noxious stimulation can induce long-term 66 potentiation (LTP) in spinal dorsal horn neurons that amplifies nociceptive signal processing 0.1Hz frequency, 50-80 V intensity and 0.3 ms duration was applied either to the SU or to the 154 GS (see below). In each experiment, both nerves were stimulated at the same stimulus 155 intensity. The stimulus intensity used for both nerves evoked a maximum SFP size; no further 156 enlargement of the potential occurred when the stimulus intensity was increased. Therefore, 157 the stimulus intensity was supramaximal for all C-fibers. The first train of 10 test stimuli was 158 applied to the SU, after an interval of 1 minute the GS was stimulated with a train of 10 159 stimuli. This stimulation procedure was repeated every 15 minutes starting 1 h before HFS 160 applied either to the GS or the SU and continued up to further 3h after HFS (Fig. 1B) .
161
High frequency stimulation (HFS)
162
To induce spinal LTP, electrical HFS at 100 Hz frequency was used. HFS was applied 163 to a given nerve in 4 trains of 100 pulses (10s interval, Liu and Sandkühler 1997). The In treatment group 1, HFS was applied to the GS (HFS GS ) and in treatment group 2 to 167 the SU (HFS SU ). In each animal the stimulus intensity used for HFS was the same as for the 168 test stimulations (see electrical stimulation).
169
Animals of the control group 3 were tested with the same protocol as described above 170 but did no receive HFS.
171
Data analysis
172
From the 10 consecutive SFPs evoked by the test stimuli (Fig.1B ) averaged SFPs were 173 constructed (Fig. 1C) . As a measure of synaptic transmission, the area under curve (area) and 174 the amplitude of these averaged SFPs were calculated using the SPIKE 2 software percent-normalized data were transformed into decadic logarithms to achieve secondary 184 normal distribution (Tukey 1957 , Levine 1970 Fig. 2 , table 1).
199
A probability level of less than 5% (two-tailed) was regarded significant. were significantly larger (> twofold) than those evoked by GS stimulation (SFP GS ; P < 0.001,
222
Mann-Whitney test; Fig. 2, table 1) . Likewise, the threshold (defined as the stimulus intensity 223 that produced a first visible potential) of the C-fiber evoked SFP GS was significantly higher (> 224 twofold) compared to the SFP SU (P < 0.001, Mann-Whitney test; table 1). Likewise, also the 225 threshold of the A-fiber evoked SFPs was significantly higher for the GS stimulation than for 226 the SU although this difference was less pronounced (P < 0.01, Mann-Whitney test; table 1).
227
Recording of SFPs following test stimulation of GS or SU in five animals for three hours after overall stronger responses than heterosynaptic sites (P < 0.02; post hoc LSD test).
245
Notably, the two measures of excitability, namely amplitudes vs. areas of SFPs 246 returned very similar findings and did not differ (RM-ANOVA: F 1,28 = 0.51, P = 0.48).
247
Moreover, they were highly correlated (r = 0.92, P < 0.001). However, areas (RM-ANOVA: significant for the first two hours after HFS (P < 0.05), then became more variable (from 120
287
-180 min, all P < 0.10). Overall, the SFP area was significantly increased in the plateau phase 288 at 60 -120 min to 151% of baseline SFP (log 10 SFP change: 0.178 ± 0.056, P < 0.02; Fig. 5 ). 
Discussion
316
The SFPs after test stimulation of the GS and SU before HFS differed in that both 317 amplitude and area of the field potential were greater following stimulation of the SU nerve 318 (Fig. 2) . The intensity of electrical stimulation was identical for both nerves, but the spinal 319 synaptic effects were greater for SU stimulation. SFPs was stronger for the input of the conditioned nerve that received the HFS (homosynaptic 325 facilitation, large effect sizes); but there was also a weak facilitating influence on the afferent 326 input from the unconditioned nerve (small to medium effect sizes), at least for the SU afferents, but not vice versa. Thus, the present data yielded clear differences in the effects of 330 HFS GS and HFS SU.
331
The results indicate that an increased nociceptive muscle input lead to a strong SU stimulation 102 ± 17 1941 ± 381 112 ± 3 10 ± 1 266 ± 19 n = 17 n = 17 n =17 n = 16 n = 17 P < 0.001 P < 0.001 n.s. P < 0.001 P < 0.01 C-fiber evoked synaptic field potential (SFP)
